2015 Update

PHILOSOPHY

Summary of five year open-ended responses to alumni questionnaire: Responses to an open question about any thoughts the alumni had on the program (Thirteen alumni responding)

Strengths Noted: # of Responses
Faculty: 11
   Faculty (General comments of praise and appreciation) (3)
   Faculty expertise in and passion for the discipline and for teaching (4)
   Faculty caring about and taking a personal interest in the students (4)
Quality courses 3
Fellow students 1
Transformative Experience 1
Has a better understanding of oneself 1

Areas to Improve Noted:
More class options 2
More explicit instruction on writing Philosophical essays 1
More advising 1
More information on potential double majors 1
Make the ethics track more demanding 1
Make Harrison Kleiner tenure-track 1
Have classes that have a pre-requisite to get more serious students 1

Response to future plans questions:
Going directly into career = 6
Going directly into graduate school = 3
Working, but thinking of graduate school = 2
Looking for work = 1
No response = 1